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Tailored sliding doors. Just as you  
want them – framed or unframed.
All our sliding door solutions are sized to fit your home. We produce every door 
according to the measurements of your space and the design of your choice. 

FRAMELESS DOORS – 
Linear and Scenic  
takes the edge off
Our new collection frameless 
sliding doors have a sleek and 
discreet profile, softening their 
feel and lending a stylish calm 
that is a pleasure to live with.

NEW! 

MIMICGRAVITY ZACK FLOW

HANNA WERNING, 
SWEDISH DESIGNER

Linear Available in beautiful white tactile 
patterns from acclaimed Scandinavian 
designer Hanna Werning personalised 
to fit your space.

Get inspired by 
Elfa Colour Collection

To help you choose the style of your 
door we have  put together material 
and colours that fit very well together 
and express different styles. 

We call them Elfa Colour Collections.
Find the brochure in store or go to elfa.com.

We are so sure of the quality 
of our sliding doors that we 
offer 10 year warranty on 
moving parts.
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WARDROBE WITH SLIDING DOORS  
AND ELFA INTERIOR

Sliding doors don’t need elbow room, 
which means you can furnish all the 
way, next to the doors.

You get approx. 1 sqm additional floor space 
per 1,8 sqm width of sliding door solution 
versus traditional wardrobes. 

You can also use the entire space from floor 
to ceiling and from wall to wall. You will 
gain a lot of extra storage in comparision 
to installing a standard wardrobe. Actually 
approx. 20% more storage with Elfa storage 
solution compared to a traditional wardrobe!

The smart choice 
 Elfa storage solution vs. traditional wardrobe

SLIDING DOORS 



Plan your space and 
discover more storage 
brilliance at elfa.com
Use our 3D planning tool to plan 
your own unique storage solution 
including sliding doors and interior. 

1. 2.

3. Delivery
All sliding doors are made to measure and are produced 
after you order. Standard delivery time on sliding doors 
with frames is about 2-4 weeks and for frameless doors 
4-6 weeks. During seasons the delivery time can vary, 
please ask your dealer for exact delivery time. If possible 
choose home delivery to reduce number of transports.

Visit your dealer
Bring your measurements to your dealer. They can help 
you design the solution with both interior and sliding 
doors in their planning tool. The dealer also places the 
order for you.

Measure your space
Height is measured at three places: on the left, on the right and in 
the centre. It is the smallest measurement that is crucial to door 
height. The adjustable wheels can absorb dimensional differences 
in height and width up to a maximum of 1,2 cm. Should the 
difference be higher, please contact your Elfa dealer.

Measure the width of the storage space in two places (floor and 
ceiling). Remember to measure 675 mm from the wall if you’re 
planning a closet. The depth provides space for sliding doors and 
40 cm deep Elfa interior with clothes hanging on the gallows.

Measure and  
plan your space

• Aim for even numbers of doors. That way you can 
open a larger part of the wardrobe at the same time.

• For all solutions a double track set is included in the 
price. Can be changed to a single track set upon 
request. 

• If you choose a three door solution you can - when 
ordering - add on a triple track set to be able to open 
a larger section and make the wardrobe more acces-
sible. 

• We, as a rule of thumb, recommend a minimum 
depth of 675 mm to provide sufficient space for 
doors and interior. Make sure you include  
the measurements of the track set.

EXPERTS CORNER – SOME TIPS

• Interior with extendable functions should not be placed 
behind the door joint.

• If you have a high ceiling Artic and Estetic can be  
produced up to 3300 mm. They can also be ordered as 
extra wide doors. Maximum width 1600 mm / door.

• We have accessories to solve most challenges like uneven 
ceilings, angled spaces and need for supporting walls.

• The sliding doors must be transported upright to minimize 
the risk of damage or cracks in the fillings. Try to choose 
home delivery to reduce transport.



FRAMELESS DOORS
The latest sliding door options make getting organised in style even more 
accessible. With their clean uncluttered borders, frameless sliding doors add a 
welcome tone of calm elegance to any room. And they come in eight inspiring 
looks that instantly personalise your space with “wow”.  

Both Scenic and Linear are fully made-to-measure and available with  
popular customisation features such as integrated LED lighting and soft-close.
 
And with the same great look on both sides, you’re not limited to the closet —
try them as attractive room dividers or partitions.

SCENIC LINEARNEW! NEW! 

NEW! FRAMELESS SLIDING DOORS 



SCENIC Solid, timeless and unframed - inspired by nature

PRICE per door incl. double track set and position stop

Filling width mm 600-684 685-834 835-1000

Adorable ash 736 799 863

Tasteful teak 736 799 863

A solid and timeless door, inspired 
by the tranquility and impressions 
of the forest. 

The clean design adds a wooden 
touch that fits well in modern, as 
well as more classic, home decór 
environments. 

Wood melamine

Adorable ash
40025

Tasteful teak
40023

Scenic 2-door solution in adorable ash.  
Inlayed handles in white aluminium.

Scenic 2-door solution in tasteful teak.  
Inlayed handles in bronze aluminium.

FACTS
Width/door: 600-1000 mm

Height: 1800-2700 mm

Description: Edgeband in the same material 
as the door. Two inlayed handles in white 
aluminium (adorable ash) or bronze (tasteful 
teak) on the front of the door. If ordered as 
room divider handles on both sides of the door.

Top track/top track front: silver aluminium 
with front in same material as the door filling.

Bottom track:  
Adorable ash - white aluminium   
Tasteful teak - bronze aluminium 

Fillings and price

Measurements for track sets (mm):

Track set
Top track  
(1 front)

Top track  
(2 fronts) 

Bottom  
track

Single 54,5 60,0 42,0

Single (milled) ** 54,5 60,0 15,5

Double 97,0 102,5 84,5

Triple 139,5 145,0 127,0

NOTE! When planning a wardrobe you must consider the depth of the track 
set. For all solutions a double track set is included in the price. Can be changed 
to a single track set upon request. Room dividing solutions come with two 
top track fronts as the top track is visible from both sides. The single track 
set includes a rail up to twice the width of the door. The triple track set and 
single milled track set are extras.  

** 15,5 mm of the bottom track is visible. Total width under floor is 30 mm.

SCENIC CAN BE USED AS A ROOM DIVIDER,  
FOR A WALK-IN OR A WALL HUNG SOLUTION. 
PLEASE INDICATE THIS WHEN ORDERING.

DESIGN
Plain

EXTRAS
Soft-closing 
LED-light  
Wall hung top track 
Pre-taped track set 
Brush strip 
Single milled track set 
Triple track set



FACTS
Width/door: 600-1000 mm

Height: 1800-2700 mm (Reflect 2250-2700 mm)

Description: The door is painted in white  
(NCS 0500-N). Thin aluminium strip in white on the
edge of the door. Two inlayed handles in white
aluminium on the front of the door. If ordered as
room divider handles on both sides of the door.

As standard, all patterned doors come with back in 
the filling Plain 99001. On request the patterned filling 
of your choice can be applied on the back of the door 
(same as front or different from front).

Unless otherwise indicated, the door comes with the 
selected pattern on the front and Plain (99001) on the 
back. Room divider solutions are always delivered with 
pattern on both sides. As an extra feature you can, 
without extra cost, choose to have the same pattern on 
both sides of the door or different. For door with Reflect 
the backside is always Plain (99001).

Top track/top track cover: white aluminium 

Bottom track: white aluminium 

 
EXTRAS
Soft-closing 
LED-light
Wall hung top track 
Pre-taped trackset 
Brush strip 
Single milled track set 
Triple track set

DESIGN
Plain

LINEAR Clean and unframed – with unique patterns by Hanna Werning

Linear comes in solid MDF for long life and easy cleaning. Unlike  
many MDF doors on the market – Linear is fully made to measure. 

Linear showcases the clean lines, featuring beautiful patterns from  
acclaimed Scandinavian designer Hanna Werning. A welcoming 
warmth of the Scandinavian aesthetic—in a quality construct that  
will ensure its appeal is timeless.

Hanna Werning adds her name to a list of 
influential Swedish designers, which  
includes Nisse Strinning and Birger Sparring, 
who have made history with Elfa.

NEW! 

Measurements for tracksets (mm):

Track set
Top track  
(1 cover)

Top track  
(2 covers) 

Bottom  
track

Single 54,5 60,0 15,5

Single (milled) ** 54,5 60,0 42,0

Double 97,0 102,5 84,5

Triple 139,5 145,0 127,0

NOTE! When planning a wardrobe you must consider the depth of the track set. For all 
solutions a double track set is included in the price. Can be changed to a single track set 
upon request. Room dividing solutions comes with two top track fronts as the top track 
is visible from both sides. The single track set includes a rail up to twice the width of the 
door. The triple track set and single milled track set are extras.  

** 15,5 mm of the bottom track is visible. Total width under floor is 30 mm.

HANNA WERNING, 
SWEDISH DESIGNER

FRAMELESS SLIDING DOORS 



Optical playfulness of 
the familiar harlequin 
pattern from an Elfa 
wire basket

REFLECT
With inviting inlaid  
mirror for added  
characte.

GRAVITY

Fillings and price

PRICE per door incl. double track set and position stop.

Filling width mm 600-684 685-834 835-1000

Plain (99001) 713 776 840

Pattern (99002, 99003, 99005, 99004) 736 799 863

Reflect (99006) 759 822 886

Linear 2-doors solution with a  
combination of Reflect and Plain.

Design by Hanna Werning
Gravity 99002

Design by Hanna Werning 
Reflect 99006

PLAIN
Pattern-free, timeless 
Scandinavian design  
at its purest

Plain
99001

Elfa CNC pattern for MDF sliding doors | www.byhanna.com | 2016.04.19
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*All Linear doors except Reflect are suitable as room 
divider solutions since they are double sided.

LINEAR CAN BE USED AS A ROOM DIVIDER*,  
FOR A WALK-IN OR A WALL HUNG SOLUTION. 
PLEASE INDICATE THIS WHEN ORDERING.

ZACK
A zig zag motif— 
minus the zig— 
for a modern twist  
on traditional paneling

Design by Hanna Werning
Zack 99003

FLOW
A romantic free fall  
of drops and leaves,  
patterned on familiar 
Elfa wire meshing

Design by Hanna Werning
 Flow 99005

MIMIC
Inspired by the grid 
pattern typical of some 
of Elfa’s most recogniz-
able classics

Design by Hanna Werning
Mimic 99004



FRAMED DOORS 
The doors with frames have almost endless options when it comes 
to material, colour and design. Choose the frame that meet all your 
needs and wishes. 

Then pick the predesigned model (“design”) of your choice for your 
sliding doors solution. In combination with our fillings you can  
create a truly customised solution. 

If you want even more freedom of choice, pick our alternative 
“Adapt” and start creating! 

INTEGRATED LED 
LIGHT
Fastened on the inside  
of the top track front.

UPPER RAILTOP TRACK 
WITH FRONT

FILLING

FRAME

DIVIDER

FILLING FIELD
COMBINATION OF 
TWO FILLINGS

BOTTOM 
TRACK LOWER RAIL

DOOR 
OVERLAP

DOOR OVERLAP 
Is the part where the 
sliding doors overlap so 
that only the frame of 
one door is visible when 
the wardrobe is closed.

Adapt - for the 
creative mind
If you have a very specific 
vision of how you want 
your sliding door solution, 
choose our alternative 
“Adapt”.  Here you have 
even more options when it 
comes to the sizes of the 
panels and combination of 
fillings. Combine up to five 
fillings in the same door.

ADAPT - 
DESIGN YOUR  
OWN DOOR.

FRAMED SLIDING DOORS 

A small glossary

POSITION STOP 

All doors are delivered with a posi-
tion stop which you mount in the 
top track. If the floor is uneven this 
helps the door to stay in place at 
its closed position.

DAMPER STRIP

The frames Artic and Estetic 
have a damper strip along the 
sides of the frame. 



You combine your frame with the design that appeals to you.  
Then you choose filling combinations for your design. 

Combining door designs

Of course you can combine our different designs in the same solution. And 
we have made it easy for you to do so, by carefully creating the partitions of 
the fillings to make them combinable.

Plain is the base design with one panel. The other designs have two to five 
panels combining two different fillings, parted with dividers in the same 
colour as the frame.

Choose material and colours
Choose fillings from our wide range of colours and 
materials ranging from melamine to veneer, from 
glass to mirror and everything in between.

Calculate the price
When calculating the price you need your measurements 
handy - the width of your individual door and the width 
and height of your space.

Choose frame and design
The sliding door family with frames contains Original, 
Artic, Vista and Estetic with grip-friendly design and 
slightly different character to meet your needs. Frames 
with up to five colours give you endless choises.

Max. height and max. width differs sligthly from frame to frame.  
Artic and Estetic you can get extra high and wide for an extra fee.  
Is your door however below 1500 mm, you get a price reduction.

1

2

3

Or choose any colour you 
like from the NCS-scale 
in order to match other 
element of your home.

Now get started!

Planning overview

TRIO CENTER

50%

16,7 %

33,3 %
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33,3 %

66,7 %
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33,3 %

66,7 %
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33,3 %

33,3 %

33,4 %
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25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%
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25%

25%

50%
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50%

50%

TRIO EXPAND

25%

50%

25%

100%

PLAIN

20%

20%

20%

40%

QUATTRO 
CENTER

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

PENTA



1 Choose frame and design
Our doors with frames all have different designs and characters to meet your needs both in style and 
functionality. All sliding doors run on a floor track. Position stops are included which make the door remain 
in its position. Even when the floor is a bit uneven. 

Choose your favourite design or combine several designs in your sliding door solution. When you  
combine your design with our fillings - the magic happens and you have created a truly unique  
solution for your home. Or design your own door in every possible way - by choosing the design Adapt.

FRAMED SLIDING DOORS 1



VISTA
Our most minimalistic and slim sliding door is 
Vista. The thin aluminium profile takes a visual 
step back in order to let the fillings shine.  

Vista features optional accessories like our
soft-closing function for a more gentle touch 
as well as with integrated LED-lighting for a 
smoother radiance.

Minimalisticly slim – allows the fillings to shine

**The design Plain, which is a single panel design, have some limitations in fillings choises if your door exceeds 2 563 mm in height.  
Mirror family, Glass and Glass exclusive (G1-G3) max height: 2669 mm  
Wood veneer (W2) max height: 2628 mm  
Select and Select exclusive (S1, S2) max height: 2568 mm
Filling limed oak (40007), White gloss foil (40056), Blueberry milk (40114),  
Happy plum (40116) and Autumn chestnut (40118) max height: 2568 mm

White
Matte silver

Frame

Design

Examples

Measurements for tracksets (mm):

Track set Top track Bottom track

Double 100,0 60,0

Triple 140,0 100,0

NOTE! When planning a wardrobe you must consider 
the width of the track set. Single or double track 
is included in the price. Triple track set is an extra 
feature. See page 48.

Design: Trio 
Frame: Matte silver 
Filling: White glass

Design: Penta 
Frame: Matte silver 
Filling: Truly oak veneer

Design: Duo 
Frame: White 
Fillings: Fresh 
pistacchio, Tarragon

Trio
Trio center
Trio expand
Trio high

Quattro 
Quattro center
Penta

Duo
Duo low
Duo high

Plain**

Fillings: Choose between all 
designs and fillings families 
except Adapt.

EXTRAS
Soft-closing 
LED-light 
Pre-taped track set
Brush strip 
Triple track set

FACTS
Width/door: 400-1222 mm 

Height: 400*-2700 mm 

Frame: aluminium

Top track: same as frame colour

Bottom track: silver

Frame width: 24 mm

Overlap: 24 mm

Divider height: 20 mm

Rail upper/lower: 45,5 mm



ARTIC
Artic is our U-shaped, strict, yet Scandinavianly 
light, sliding door frame. The almost perpendicular 
aluminum profile is robust and is designed to be 
centric – in other words looks the same on both 
sides, which makes it perfect as a room divider or 
door into a walk-in closet.

Artic is also highly versatile when it comes to 
features. It can be chosen with our multi patented 
soft closing function as well as with integrated 
LED-lighting. It can also be slope-cut to fit angled 
roof rooms.

U-shaped and strict – with a Scandinavian lightness

***The design Plain, which is a single panel design, have some limitations in choises of fillings if your door exceeds 2564 mm in height. 
Choose all fillings except: 
Mirror family, Glass and Glass exclusive (G1-G3) max height: 2674 mm
Wood veneer (W2) max height: 2624 mm
Select and Select exclusive (S1, S2) max height: 2564 mm
Filling limed oak (40007), White gloss foil (40056), Blueberry milk (40114),  
Happy plum (40116) and Autumn chestnut (40118) max height: 2564 mm

Frame
EXTRAS
Soft-closing 
LED-light  
Can be slope cut  
Wall hung top track 
Pre-taped track set  
Triple track set 
Single milled track set

EXTRA WIDE DOORS
Doors between´1247 - 1600 mm are 
considered as extra wide doors.

Max. height designs for extra wide doors
Plain - max. height 1200 mm
Duo, Trio Expand - max. height 2500 mm
Adapt - max. height / field - 1200 mm

Note! Melamine wood and Veneer - 
horizontal wood grain.

EXTRA HIGH DOORS 
Doors between 2700 - 3300 mm in height 
are considered as extra high doors. Choose 
all models and fillings except for the model 
Plain and the Duo-family.

White
Matte silver
Bronze
Sanded black 
(structured 
matte)

Measurements for tracksets (mm):

Track set
Top track  
(1 cover)

Top track  
(2 covers) 

Bottom  
track

Single 54,4 60,0 42,0

Single (milled) ** 54,4 60,0 15,5

Double 97,0 102,5 84,5

Triple 139,5 145,0 127,0

NOTE! When planning a wardrobe you must consider the depth of the track set. For all 
solutions a double track set is included in the price. Can be changed to a single track set 
upon request. Room dividing solutions come with two top track fronts as the top track 
is visible from both sides. The single track set includes a rail up to twice the width of the 
door. The triple track set and single milled track set are extras. 

** 15,5 mm of the bottom track is visible. Total width under floor is 30 mm.

FRAMED SLIDING DOORS 1

Examples

Design: Plain 
Frame: Matte silver 
Filling: Rime frost oak

Design: Duo low 
Frame: Sanded black 
Fillings: Iced ebony, 
Full moon blue

Design: Duo high 
Frame: Matte silver 
Fillings: Weathered 
grey oak

Trio
Trio center
Trio expand
Trio high

Quattro 
Quattro center
Penta

Duo
Duo low
Duo high

ADAPT - 
DESIGN YOUR  
OWN DOOR

Design

Plain***

FACTS
Width/door: 400-1600 mm  
(extra wide available)

Height: 400*-3300 mm  
(extra high available)

Frame: aluminium

Top track: same as frame colour

Bottom track: same as frame colour

Frame width: 40 mm

Overlap: 40 mm

Divider height: 31,5 mm

Rail upper/lower: 53 mm

Fillings: Choose between all  
models and filling families.



ESTETIC
Estetic is exclusive and beautiful. The gentle, 
yet robust, profile is functionally grip-friendly 
but also a design you want to touch and feel.  
The frame is centric – in other words looks the 
same on both sides, which makes it perfect as 
a room divider or door into a walk-in closet.

Estetic is our most versatile door in terms 
of features - like our soft-closing function for 
a more gentle touch as well as integrated 
LED-lighting. It can also be slope-cut to fit 
angled roof rooms. 

Robust and functionally grip-friendly – gently designed

***The design Plain, which is a single panel design, have some limitations in fillings choises if your door exceeds 2 563 mm in height. 
Choose all fillings except: 
Mirror family, Glass and Glass exclusive (G1-G3) max height: 2674 mm
Wood veneer (W2) max height: 2624 mm
Select and Select exclusive (S1, S2) max height: 2564 mm
Filling limed oak (40007), White gloss foil (40056), Blueberry milk (40114), Happy plum (40116) and Autumn chestnut (40118) max height: 2564 mm

Frame

EXTRAS
Soft-closing 
LED-light  
Can be slope cut  
Wall hung top track 
Pre-taped track set 
Triple track set  
Single milled track set

EXTRA WIDE DOORS
Doors between 1265 - 1600 mm are 
considered as extra wide doors.

Max. height designs for extra wide doors
Plain - max. height 1200 mm
Duo, Trio Expand - max. height 2500 mm
Adapt - max. height / field - 1200 mm

Note! Melamine wood and veneer -  
horizontal wood grain.

EXTRA HIGH DOORS 
Doors between 2700 - 3300 mm in height 
are considered as  extra high doors. Choose 
all models and fillings except for the model 
Plain and the Duo-family.

White
Matte silver
Bronze

Sanded grey (structured matte)  
Sanded black (structured matte)

Measurements for tracksets (mm):

Track set
Top track  
(1 cover)

Top track  
(2 covers) 

Bottom  
track

Single 54,5 60,0 15,5

Single (milled) ** 54,5 60,0 42,0

Double 97,0 102,5 84,5

Triple 139,5 145,0 127,0

** 15,5 mm of the bottom track is visible. Total width under floor is 30 mm.

Examples

Design: Duo 
Frame: Sanded grey 
Filling: Stoneware grey, 
Iced ebony

Design: Plain 
Frame: Matte silver 
Filling: Humble ash 
veneer

Design: Trio expand 
Frame: Matte silver 
Fillings: Sensible oak

NOTE! When planning a wardrobe you must consider the depth of the track set. For 
all solutions a double track set is included in the price. Can be changed to a single 
track set upon request. Roomdivider solutions comes with two top track fronts as 
the top tracks are visible from both sides. The single track set includes a rail up to 
twice the width of the door. The triple track set and single milled track set are extras. 

Trio
Trio center
Trio expand
Trio high

Quattro 
Quattro center
Penta

Duo
Duo low
Duo high

ADAPT - 
DESIGN YOUR  
OWN DOOR

Plain***

Design

FACTS
Width/door: 400-1600 mm  
(extra wide available)

Height: 400*-3300 mm  
(extra high available)

Frame: aluminium

Top track: same as frame colour

Bottom track: same as frame 
colour

Frame width: 54 mm

Overlap: 54 mm

Divider height: 31,5 mm

Rail upper/lower: 53 mm

Fillings: Choose between all  
models and filling families.



Melamine (M0)

White flat melamine
40008 *D

White melamine
40002 *D

Melamine exclusive (M1)

Natural clay
40102 *D

Nordic limestone
40104 *D

Meadow linen
40112 *D

NEW!
Satin white
40122 *D

Stoneware grey
40100 *D

White flat melamine (40008) can be painted or wallpapered. Before the painting is done, surface should be 
treated with component epoxy primer. At papering the wallpaper paste for vinyl flooring should be used.
NOTE: Both sides of the panel must be treated. 

Decor special (M2)

Full moon blue
40106 *D

Autumn chestnut
40118

Tarragon
40110 *D

Fresch pistacchio
40108 *D

Happy plum
40116

White gloss 
40056 

Blueberry milk
40114 

Clear sky blue
40120 *D

2

Wood veneer is a living material. This means that 
all veneered surfaces are unique and no veneer 
looks the same.

As standards all doors with wood patterned 
fillings are delivered with the grain vertical, but 
can on request be made horizontal. For extra wide 
doors always horizontal.

VERTICAL Max FIELD height: 2564 mm 
HORIZONTAL Max FIELD height: 1220 mm

Wood veneer (W2)

Truly oak  
veneer 80012 *D

Genuine walnut 
veneer 80008 *D

NEW!
Humble ash  

veneer 80002 *D

Wood melamine (W1)

NEW!
Innocent birch

40021 *D

NEW!
Sensible oak

40004 *D

NEW!
Adorable ash

40025 *D

NEW!
Weathered grey oak 

40029 *D

NEW!
Tasteful teak

40023 *D

Brown avola
40064 *D

NEW!
Rime frost oak

40006 *D

Milky limed oak
40007 *D

Grey avola
40066 *D

White avola
40068 *D

2

Melamine is a very durable surface and preserves its color over the years.

Choose material and colours
Choose the filling or fillings you like. On our pre-defined designs, 
you can mix up to two different fillings in one door. On Adapt you 
can choose as many fillings as you have fields.

*D = Double sided fillings,  
 suitable for room dividers

*M = Matte glass

*T = Toughened glass, no sharp  
 edges if tha glass breaks 
 

FRAMED SLIDING DOORS 



Glass (G2)

Pure white glass
50022

White glass
50002

Black glass
50006

Grey glass
50004

Light brown glass
50018

Créme glass
50010

Select exclusive (S2)

NEW! 
NCS MDF

70010

Select (S1)

NEW! 
Pattern white panel

70015

Mirror (G1)

Grey mirror
30003

Clear mirror
30001

Bronze mirror
30002

Glass exclusive (G3)

Raspberry sorbet
50032

Mellow cherry
50008

Poppy field
50030

Frosty mint
50060

Frosted glass
50020 *D *T

Clear glass
50040 *D *T

Grey glass
50042 *D *T

Bronze glass
50041 *D *T

Fresh lemoncurd
50052 *M

Wintry hazel
50054 *M

Arctic night
50062 *M

Snow cloud
50050 *M

Iced ebony
50058 *M

Frosting white
50056 *M

NCS - Natural Colour System®©
property of and used on licence from 
NCS Colour AB, Stockholm 2010.

SELECT EXCLUSIVE
Choose any colour you 
like from the NCS-scale. 
The material of the  
filling is painted MDF.

Room dividers? 
Look for the letter D! 

D stands for doublesided fillings  
suitable for room dividers. 

EXPERTS CORNER

All mirrors and coloured glass have a  
safety foil on the back. This foil must 
remain, as it is there for your safety.

If the glass should be damaged by an 
impact, the safety foil holds the glass frag-
ments and minimises the risk of personal 
injury. When the safety foil is applied in 
production, small air bubbles may occur. 
These bubbles neither affects safety nor 
the front of the glass.

Mirrors and coloured glass are not to be 
chosen if the door is aimed to be used as 
room divider.

The transparent toughened glass (50020, 
50040, 50041and 50042) need no safety 
foil and can also be used as filling in room 
divider doors.

All fillings are not available for all frames and designs. 
 

NOTE!



2. Choose design and filling group. Repeat for all the doors in your solution.  
For valid options on the different doors please check page xx-xx.

A = Complete add on price for all ”white” fields/door. B = Complete add on price all ”grey” fields/door. 

Melamine 

M0

 Melamine 
 Exclusive

 M1

Decor
 special 

M2
Mirror 
G1

Glass
G2

Glass
exclusive

G3

Wood
melamine

W1

Wood
veneer
W2

Select
S1

Select 
Exclusive

S2

A 0 29 46 58 138 230 29 219 230 219

A 17 32 40 46 86 132 32 127 132 127

B 17 32 40 46 86 132 32 127 132 127

A 46 66 76 84 138 200 66 192 200 192

B 23 33 38 42 69 100 33 96 100 96

A 46 66 70 74 116 162 60 156 162 156

B 46 66 70 74 116 162 60 156 162 156

A 69 90 105 111 174 243 90 234 243 234

B 23 30 35 37 58 81 30 78 81 78

A 42 52 60 64 96 134 52 128 134 128

B 63 76 90 96 144 201 78 192 201 128

3 Calculate price
You need your measuremants handy - the width of your individual door and the width and height  
of your space. 

DOOR WITH FRAMES: PREDEFINED MODELS

BASE PRICE
STEP 1

1. Choose frame and your door width. Price is per door in design Plain with filling Melamine MO and includes 
a double track set and position stop. For other designs and filling choises add on the cost in STEP 2.

ORIGINAL Door width (mm) 400-598 599-750 751-902 903-1058 1059-1208

white, silver, bronze Price(xx)/door 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000

VISTA Door width (mm) 400-612 613-764 765-916 917-1052 1053-1222

white, silver Price(xx)/door 329 340 371 403 440

ARTIC Door width (mm) 400-636 637-788 789-940 941-1091 1092-1246 1247-1600

white, silver, bronze,  
Sanded black

Price(xx)/door 436 474 512 550 593 682

ESTETIC Door width (mm) 400-654 655-806 807-958 959-1109 1110-1264 1265-1600

white, silver, bronze Price(xx)/door 511 551 592 632 678 780

ESTETIC Door width (mm) 400-654 655-806 807-958 959-1109 1110-1264 1265-1600

Sanded grey, Sanded black Price(xx)/door 534 574 615 655 701 806

A
White  

field

B
Grey  
field

Example:  
Design PENTA

FRAMED SLIDING DOORS 3

ADD ON 
PRICE STEP 2

Plain

Quattro

Quattro Center

Penta

Trio Trio
center

Trio
expand

Trio
high

Duo
low

Duo Duo
high



2A. Choose the number of filling fields in your design (D2-D5).

2B. Choose what filling you want in each field. 

2C. Add up the cost for all your filling fields.

Ex. Door with 6 filling fields. Combination of 3 fillings 
Row D5: 1 x 000 kr (M1), 2 x 000 kr (G2). 3 x 000 kr (W1)

The cost below is per field.

Repeat for all doors in your solution.

When order:  Enter the percentage size of each field.  
Between each field a divider will be placed. 

DOOR WITH FRAMES: MODEL ADAPT

Melamine 

M0

 Melamine 
 Exclusive

 M1

Decor
 special 

M2
Mirror 

G1
Glass
G2

Glass
exclusive

G3

Wood
melamine

W1

Wood
veneer

W2
Select

S1

Select
exclusive

S2

D2 
Door with 2 fields 17 32 40 46 86 132 32 127 132 127

D3 
Door with 3 fields 23 33 38 42 69 100 33 96 100 96

D4 
Door with 4 fields 23 30 35 37 58 81 30 78 81 78

D5 
Door with 5-10  fields 21 26 30 32 48 67 26 64 67 64

1. Choose frame and your door width.  
Price is per door including a double track set and position stop. 

Design and filling price is added in STEP 2.

ARTIC white, silver, bronze, Sanded black

Door width (mm) 400-636 637-788 789-940 941-1091 1092-1246 1247-1600

Price(xx)/door 453 494 535 576 622 715

ESTETIC white, silver, bronze

Door width (mm) 400-654 655-806 807-968 969-1109 1110-1264 1265-1600

Price(xx)/door 528 571 615 658 707 783

ESTETIC Sanded grey, Sanded black

Door width (mm) 400-654 655-806 807-968 969-1109 1110-1264 1265-1600

Price(xx)/door 551 594 638 704 730 839

Max. height / field: 2564 mm

Min. height / field: 5% of total height of your door 

NOTE! 

Wood patterned fillings comes as standard with the grain vertical, but can on request 
be made horizontal. For extra wide doors the grain is always horizontal.

Vertical filling Max. height/field: 2564 mm
Horizontal filling Max. height/field: 1220 mm

M1

G2

G2

3xW1

Extra low doors: 400-999 mm - 25% on complete solution price excl. extras

Extra low doors: 1000-1499 mm - 15% on complete solution price excl. extras

Extra high doors: 2700-3000 mm + 15% on compelete solution price excl. extras

Extra high doors: 3001-3300 mm + 25% on compelete solution price excl. extras

ALL FRAMED DOORS

ARTIC and ESTETIC

 
Door with  

6 filling fields.

EXAMPLE: 
Combination 
of 3 fillings in 
6 filling fields.

CHOOSE FILLINGS

PRICE: 
DESIGN AND 
FILLINGS
STEP 2

PRICE: FRAME
STEP 1



Special solutions
SLOPE CUT SLIDING DOORS Price (EUR)

• Toughened glass can not be a part of the slope cut field.
• One door per side can be slope cut
• The slope cut door can´t have a pointy tip. 75 mm must be provided in the top of the slope cut area. See sketch.
• A slope cut door can´t be a part of a wallhung solution or be equipped with soft closing function.
• A control arm is mounted behind the slope cut sliding door.  

The control arm slides in a guide rail mounted at the front edge of a melamine or wire shelf.
• Prior to production, the customer must approve Elfa’s design proposal.

ARTIC, ESTETIC 328 /door

WALL HUNG TOP TRACK

• Available for single and double track solutions
• A wall hung door can´t be slope cut.

ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC 23 /m

SOFT-CLOSING

• Min. door width: 600 mm (Vista: 700 mm). Not available for Original.
• Can´t be uesed together with slope cut doors or wall hung top track.

VISTA, ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC 109 /solution

LED LIGHTING

• LED lighting pre-assembled in the top track incl. 12V transformer and 4 meters of cable. Lighting socket is on the 
right side, seen from front. For room divider solution we recommend 2 sets of lighting

• NOTE! In the event of completion of the lighting in retrospect: 478 kr / m for the top track.

VISTA, ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC Base price 98 
+69 /m

TRIPLE TRACKSET FOR ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC

• The tripple track set replaces the double track set and should be ordered at the same time as the sliding 
doors in order to avoid the need of re-installation of the sliding door solution.

ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC 71 /m

SINGLE TRACK SET FOR TRIPLE TRACK SOLUTION, VISTA

• The top track is hooked in the double track set. The bottom track is placed next to double track set.

VISTA  (Width of track set: 51 mm) 71  /m

NOTE!
The triple track set is wider 
than the double track set. 
You must take  that into ac-
count when measuring the 
depth of your solution.

Replace the supplied double track set with a triple track set. Each 
door then has its own track, which allows you to open a larger part 
of the closet at the same time.

Triple track sets for three doors

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS/EXTRAS

75 mm

SINGLE TRACK SET FOR ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC

• The double track set can on request be changed into a single rail up to twice the width of the door at no extra 
cost. Perfect if you want to use the sliding door as room divider and want the door to run on an extra long rail. 

SINGLE MILLED TRACK SET

• Single milled track set is an option that provides an attractive and integrated solution. 
• Only when laying new flooring
• Not possible together with softclosing.

ARTIC, ESTETIC, LINEAR AND SCENIC 27 /door



Description Measurements (mm) Art. no Price EUR

END WALL, MELAMIN

White (40002) 3000x675x19 7906300613 109

White (40002) 2608x675x19 7906270613 103

White flat (40008) 2608x675x19 7906270644 126

Sensible oak (40004) 2608x675x19 7906270643 126

White avola (40068) 2608x675x19  7906270665 126

STOP BAR 

If you want to keep your skirting board – place stop list above it, or place at the end of the bot-
tom track as shown on sketch. Remember to take the depth of the stop bar into account when 
ordering your sliding doors.

White flat (40008) 3000x100x19 7919300629 46

White flat (40008) 2620x100x19 7919260629 40

End walls and other accessories

MOUNTING ANGLE, PLATINUM

For assembly of the end wall. 4-pack 7900060101 6

WALL PROFILE,  WHITE 

For 19 mm end wall. 
For mounting and fitting the  
end panel to the wall

2608
3000

7900400211
7900500211

51
59

BRUSH STRIP

Brushes prevent dust from entering between 
the doors. Taped on the inside of the frame 
where the doors overlap. 

7977130592 10

DOUBLESIDED TAPE 

If you do not want to screw the bottom track 
in the floor use double-sided tape. Excellent  
if you for instance have underfloor heating.

8 m/roll

Can be ordered 
pre-mounted on the 
bottom track.

7900080551 15

13 /m

OPENING HEIGHT REDUCER,  WHITE 

Not available together with soft-closing. 
For mounting of top track in an uneven roof or 
to reduce the opening height.

Max 510 mm 7904120551 22

SLOPE CUT FITTING,  WHITE 

Not available together with soft-closing. 
For mounting of the top track in a sloping roof.

For 17-55°
Height: 115 mm

7904110551 11

The edge stripp 
placed a long one 
side is soft rounded 
and 2 mm high.

The end wall can  
be cut to desired 
height or width.

FURNITURE FITTING,  WHITE 

For assembly of the end walls. 10-pack 4900080551 6
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Återförsäljare:

www.elfa.com

Terms and conditions

Application of this price list requires 

a written agreement between Elfa 

International AB and the customer.

All terms and conditions regulating 

the business between the parties 

shall be stated in this agreement. 

We reserve the right to change prices 

and product items without prior 

notice. During the printing process 

some colour variations may occur.

Elfa International AB
Elfagatan 5, SE-593 87 Västervik, Sweden
Tel.: +46 490 846 00. Fax: +46 490 846 25
E-mail: contactelfa@elfa.com


